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Today, Google has announced some changes to its Google Play Store. The biggest of what a new method will add for people to try apps without going through the process of installing them first. The new feature levers Google's Android Instant Apps functionality launched last year. So what
is the difference between an indigenous app and an instant app? Instant apps launch by pressing a link or button and bringing up an app's UI. This is done by developers who divide their apps into much smaller parts so that they can load within seconds. The load-as-you-go technique can
alleviate the load on those with slower or metered data plans. Once you're done with an Instant App, you can close it and move like it was never there in the first place. Indigenous apps, such as those you've traditionally downloaded from the Play Store, are a bigger data commitment. But
once you download it on your device, they're not going anywhere unless you delete it, unlike an instant app. The Instant Apps technology has been around since Google's I/O conference last year, but only a few developers have had access to it. At Google I/o 2017 this year, Google
announced that all developers now have access to the technology, but you will be forgiven if you haven't seen one yet. That lack of progress is seemingly why Google now adds the Try it Now button to the Play Store. A little more love on Google's side can explode the popularity of Instant
Apps. There is currently a smattering of programs that you can try now. Once you hit the link below, you'll be taken to the Play Store where you can try apps from Hollar, Skyscanner, BuzzFeed, Onefootball Live, Red Bull TV, dotloop, ShareThe Meal and our favorite — The New York Time
Crossword Puzzle. Tagged: Google Play StoreAndroid Instant Apps Install an app from Google Play and, while the installer takes the form of an APK files, you never get the opportunity to download the file directly. Using the APK Downloader extension for Chrome, you can download any
APK you need so you have it as a backup. This does not mean that you can blow in the store and start downloading all the premium apps and games you've always had your eye on. This is not a tool for piracy, but it will enable you to download the APK for any free applications. Note: Using
APK Downloader is against Google's Terms of Service as it entails using access to Google Play through 'different from the interface provided by Google'. You can download a copy of the extension by paying a visit to Code Germ. You will need to right click on the link to the latest version of
the extension and select Save Target as. To APK to install, click the menu button to the right of Chrome and select Settings, click Extensions, and then drag the .crx file you downloaded on the extension page – make sure you drag to center of the page allows the 'Drop to install' drop zone
appears. Click Add and a new icon will appear on the right of the address bar. Click on the Options link under the APK Downloader subscription on the Extensions page and you will be asked to provide your email, password, and device ID. The extension page provides details of why this
information is needed. When it comes to your Android device ID, there are some options available for you. If you're using a phone, bring up your switch and call *#*#8255 #*#*. Scroll down by the data shown and under the JID entry listing your email address, you'll find your device ID in
hexadecimal format. We are interested in the 16 characters that appear to 'Android-' if you have a tablet – although you can also do it with a phone – you should download Device ID from Google Play. It provides you with the same information. Type all of these details in the Options page for
APK Downloader and click Login. Now you can transfer to Google Play and start browsing the available titles. When you find something you want to download, open its page and click on the APK Downloader icon on the right side of the address bar and save the APK as you download any
other. If you're having trouble downloading APKs, go back and double make sure your device ID is entered correctly – get it wrong and you won't download anything but errors. Curious about alternatives to the Google Play Store (formerly the Android Market) for reading app reviews and
downloading content? Read on if we explore some of the alternatives. Today's Question &amp; Answer session comes after our courtesy of Android Enthusiasts—a subdivision of Stack Exchange, a community-driven grouping of Q&amp;a sites. The Question Android Enthusiasts browser
Captain Toad is curious about alternatives to the Google Play Store (aka Android Market): How many competitive Android markets (except Android Market itself) are there and are they good? I know that there are at least two others: SlideME and AppBrain that I watched and looks useful,
but which one do you use and why? So where else can buyers go? The Android Enthusiast responses contributor Stefano not only offers a long list of alternative markets, but what is interesting about each of them: There are actually several alternatives to the 'official' Google Android
market. I personally like to search for new apps from my computer browser, and a little less from my phone. Most (all?) of the markets nowadays offer both, via a dedicated phone app you will have to install... except from the official one already there. Until that, well, yesterday, the 'official'
market would not have been available to your computer (meaning: on a computer web browser). Now it is with a neat push-to-your-phone one-click installation that takes away one of the benefits of the competition (see appbrain). However, the alternative markets still have their
peculiarities... I'll make a brief summary, but don't expect it to emphasize all the differences. Some markets (e.g. andspot) do not offer very specific features to users, but try collecting developers by offering advanced features such as easy statistics. Amazon AppStore: latest major entry.
countries restrictions; catalog seeks very promising with some (exclusive?) good pay-for apps; also features special offers and daily freebies. Def worth checking of you're in the US AppBrain: born to allow you installed Android market application directly from your PC web browser, also
allow you to discover new apps based on the ones you have. This is a meta-store (my favorite before the official market update) SlideME: they offer applications for niche markets, based on geographic location, payment method or even types of apps that users can't find in traditional
channels Samsung App store, which of course requires you to own a samsung droid phone AndSpot: focused around an app for sharing and discovering apps appsfire: another app for discovering official market applications (iOS/Android) PocketGear by appia.com: a large, cross-platform
(symbian / Android/java/winmobile...) market aproov: an entire other web look. register to download discounts via a specific phone app. MobiHand OnlyAndroid: more focused on (expensive) payment programs, but offers discounts and free deals GetJar: my latest discovery. Many apps, and
they have special (GOLD) commercial apps for free. Extremely interesting platform for developers, as they seem to offer above-the-average marketing and PS activities! [Also] A lot of review/forum sites will link to one or more of these markets, e.g. Androidtapp or Androidpit androlib. I
suggest you click on some of these links and see for yourself as the appearance/apps fit your style! Various sources and in particular this thenextweb.com article. Does there have something to add to the explanation? Sounds off in the comments. Want to read more answers from other
tech-sactured Stack Exchange users? Check out the full booking yarn here. The above article may contain affiliate links, which helps support How-To Geek. How-Om Geek is where you turn when you want experts to explain technology. Since we launched in 2006, our articles have been
read more than 1 billion times. Want to know more? Last updated on October 12, 2020 The success of our day is largely dependent on the quality of our planning. To miss nothing in their to-dos, some people prefer a list of emerging tasks in notebook, while others have long started using
digital technology solutions. Calendar applications are some of the most important tools worth while to organize our life and plan your time carefully. Many people have switched to specific tools; however, there are still some that do not use calendars on a daily basis. They may find some
apps uncomfortable to use, non-functional, or expensive. In this article, we are going to check the best calendars of programs to help you stay organized. Before you download If you are no doubt aware, there are all kinds of calendar apps available. Instead of sifting through the hundreds of
them, we've taken out 10 of the best calendar apps you can get. On top of glow-in reviews of each, we considered the following aspects when we create this list: User Interface – How you navigate the app should be smooth and simple. The buttons on the program should be clear, obvious
and easy to move through. Synchronization – Whether with other calendar apps or with other apps, sync apps should be easy and improve your overall experience with the app. Additional Features – Since there are so many options for calendars, many of these apps offer additional
features. These features make the apps stand out from the other apps and offer unique experiences to you. 1. Any.do Calendar This calendar has direct integration with Any.Do To-Do List, which gives you a unique tandem of two applications. Apart from its extensive functionality, Cal
Calendar is easy to use. The creation of events is very simple and fast. What's more depending on the name of the event, the application automatically adds contacts and geolitation data to the entry description. You can even import your lists and Any.do.Any.do from your calendar, is a
great option for any type of user. It is very convenient and not to overcomplicate the mode of the screen. Another good thing is that this tool is available for free so you can use it without getting a dime for the software. Download Any.do here!2. Google Calendar Google Calendar is the official
calendar for Android devices tested by many users around the world. If you are now trying to get away from it, consider changing your mind. Since this application is installed on most Android devices by default, many users think there is nothing special in this app. They're wrong. Google has
been working its calendar for several years, and now it comes in Material Design with advanced event features, direct integration into other Google services (for example supports reminders and Google Now), and comes with Exchange support. The program is super easy and won't cost a
dime for you. It's a good thing, right? Download Google Calendar here.3. CalendarCalendar is a relatively new app. It works as a web application and for both iOS and This is an intelligent program that teaches your contacts, schedule and tasks. It also helps you schedule and arrange
meetings according to your available time slots. A A thing about Calendar is that it allows you to synchronize with other calendars you use like Apple Calendar and Google Calendar. And so you can manage all calendars you have in one place. Calendar also gives you analytical of your
meetings, which gives you a clear picture on how you can improve your time management. Download Calendar: Meeting &amp; Scheduling here.4. Business CalendarBusiness Calendar is aimed at people who use their calendar for job purposes and business task planning. It offers
different modes with wide configuration capabilities. The application gives a default view mode by months, and events can be marked in different colors. Show modes/sorting can be customized to your needs (for month, day, year or events). You can also set a multi-day view mode to see
how things look for the next few days. Browse up and down you per month, and if you check a few days, they will be shown in a more detailed form. The day showcases offers hourly scheduling, and the schedule mode provides a detailed schedule for a single event. Business calendar is a
great tool for planning/scheduling cases, tasks and events. There is a support for recurring events, which can be set up in just a few clicks. After you purchase software, you can use it to import, delete, copy, or move multiple occurrences at once. Android Business Calendar application may
seem a little chaotic, but it works fine and is easy to work with if you play with it for a while. A full version of the application is available for $4.99, but you can also find a free version for the app test drive. Download Business Calendar here.5. aCalendaraCalendar opens our collection of top
10 calendar applications available on the market today. With its attractive design, easy navigation and great functionality, it is one of the most popular calendar programs in our list. Some of the extra features include color schemes for each case type (48 colors to choose from), different
types of demonstrations, different widgets, moon phases and much more. Considering this functionality, aCalendar is a reliable calendar application that is an easy to navigate interface with three displayed options. When you scroll from side to side, you can switch between the display
modes of month, week and day. When you scroll down and on, you move through the calendar at intervals in accordance with the selected display mode. Apart from its time planning function, aCalendar syncs photos of contact lists or social networks to remind you of birthdays, anniversarys
or any other special dates. The program also supports data transfer through NFC and full-screen help signs, which fulase your work with any data. The program is available for free, but you can get even more features if you buy the extended version of software for $4.99.Download
aCalendar here.6. DigiCal CalendarDigiCal CalendarDigiCal is very similar to Cal Calendar in fact the application focuses on designing more than its functionality. However, this does not mean that the application does not serve the purpose. With this calendar application, you can
synchronize all your calendars and view them in different ways. Along with the basic features, this utility comes with support for Google Calendar, Outlook, and includes some unique and interesting features. You can match keywords to the image or set up a dark theme. The app can even
show you the weather forecast for three days. There are many other features that deserve the attention of people who really like to use calendar applications. Download DigiCal Calendar here.7. SolCalendarSolCalendar can be called a universal application. It claims to be an all-in-one
digital solution with a basic calendar functionality combined with some other advanced features, such as weather forecast for a specific day. The application supports Google Calendar, as well as tasks, widgets, lunar calendar and even Foursquare.Those looking for a calendar application to
cover only everything in its functionality are SolCalendar an app to consider. There are many interesting things in this application; the program does an excellent job in all-in-one mode. Test SolCalendar – the application is available for free. You can test it out without purchasing the service.
Download SolCalendar here.8. IRL Event Social NetworkOne of the most unique apps on this list is the IRL Event Social Network app. As you can guess from the name, the core focus of this app is social network. Unlike other social media platforms, you can consider this platform to be
similar to Meetup.com. This is a website where you can connect with other people in your area who share a similar interest. IRL is that while also providing a convenient calendar for your events to schedule and plan out your day. Although this is a secondary focus, you lack many of the
synchronize aspects that other programs have on this list. Regardless, because of this great social feature, it's worth considering those who want to make more connections. Download IRL Event Social Network here.9. Today calendar Today calendar is one of the most hip and edgy
calendars in our list. The solution was one of the first to really embrace Material Design and remains one of the few that meets the neat style. The calendar application provides bold colors, simple controls, and great functionality. It is not as heavy an application as many others; it will not eat
all the memory of your device. If you're not looking for something complicated and overfunctional, Today calendar is what you need. You can always test the application before you pay for it – the program is available for free. Download calendar here today.10. is 'n intuïtiewe
kalendertoepassing kalendertoepassing will manage your time in a way that other calendar apps cannot. It offers the same kind of features you expect from other calendar apps: opportunities to record events, notifications and memories, weather and drive duration after a particular event.
However, the app goes beyond these functionalities in two ways. The first way is that while the app sends you notifications, it also has memories for you for what comes next. That little extra time can allow you to prepare and make adjustments to your day if necessary. The second feature –
which is more important – is the heat map when you're going to see the full view of your calendar. This heat map indicates which days you are the busiest and other days where you are freer. This heat map provides a quick look to determine which days are good for adding more events and
other tasks. Download Time sheet here. Our VerdictSearching for the right application to manage your different calendars and plan your busy day can sometimes turn into a streak of obstacles. Most of us need flexible apps that can be easily used to manage our difficult schedule. The
application must have all the necessary time planning functions and be intuitive. Stylish design and unlimited compatibility also matter. It's not always easy to find such a program. The above digital calendar solutions fall below the category value of use. They are modern, multifunctional,
easy and easy. Choose the one you want! More Productivity Apps for Better Time ManagementFeatured photo credit: Unsplash via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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